This report describes the use of cubic spline fitting to compute, for the median plane z = 0, the vertical magnetic -field component, B (u, w, 0) and its ffrst, second, and third partial derivatives from a set of measurements of B at mesh points (ui, w-). The arguments (u, w) n"lay be either rectilinedr (x, y) or polar (6, R).
Introduction
Median field measurements of the vertical component, B(u, w, 0) of a magnetic field are usually available only on a relatively coarse and often nonuniform mesh. Some interpolation and approximation of differentiation must be applied to these measurements to compute B and its partial derivatives for use in a third-order approximation of the field components Bu' Bw, and Bz at specified points (u, w, z). 1 These field components appear in the equations of motion of a charged particle through the magnetic field.
Cubic spline fitting provides for interpolation and approximate differentiation up to third order for a function of one variable when the func ~ tion values are known only for discrete (not necessarily uniformly spaced) values of the argument. 2 Although the median plane vertical component of the field is a function of two variables, separation may be poss-ible:
or, in turn each of the arguments may be held fixed and B, with the one fixed argument, treated as a function of the nonfixed argument: · B(u, w., 0) J B(ui' w, 0)
The fitting can be applied to g and f or to B (j) and B(i) to compute values for each of these functions and its first three derivatives with respect to its argument.
· Cubic Spline Fitting Properties
Let h(u) be any function, h, of any variable, u, whose values, hi, are known only for a distinct and increasing set of points:
u. , i = 1 , I with I 2:: 3 1 and whose terminal first derivatives are known (or can be stipulated). The cubic spline fit, s (u) for h, has the following properties: 1 
With a set of measurements f.= f (R.); i 2, I -1, we assume that for s6me sulficiently small R1 and sufficiently large R 1 that f1, fi, fp and fr are all zero. We can then fit a cubic spline through the points (Ri, fi): i = 1, I. Values for f, f', £'', and f''' can then be estimated for
With a set of measurements gj = g(6j); j = 1, J with J > 3, 6 measured in radians for later convenience, we must make a careful estimate gi = g' (6'1) and (r= g'(e 3 ). Then, we can construct a cubic spline fit for g, and values for g, ~( , g'' , and g' ' ' can be computed for any 6 in where all terms on the right-hand side are evaluated at (P, R, 0).
The field components are computed by using: Descriptions, listings, ilnd cilrd-input decks ilre ilvilililble from the iluthor. It should be reillized thilt these codes were written explicitly for the Beviltron. However, our experience hils been thilt they Ciln be reildily modified for other niilgnetic field configuriltions.
Conclusion
Computer results of trilcking pilrticles through the milgnetic field of the Bevatron hilve been in consistently good ilgreement with ilctuill results in the ilcceleriltor. Since the code, BEVORB, obtilins illl of its field component informiltion by the methods described i~ this ilrticle, we feel we hilve strong empiricill evidence of the Villidity of this ilppliciltioh of cubic spline fitting.
The cubic -spline -fitting curve is, in gene rill, less likely to hilve extreme locill curvilture which mily ilppeilr when high-degree polynomiill fitting is used. Any fitting method involving leilst squilres mily introduce considerilble distortion of deriviltive estimiltes. Locill fitting (such ils cubic fitting on eilch set of four successive points) does not preserve continuity of deriviltives nor involve ilny globill properties of the diltil. The cubic spline fit is consistent with the third-order ilpproximiltion of the field components. If indicilted by the diltil, other third-order splines, such ilS the hyperbolic spline4 or dilmped cubic spline5 could be used.
In our experience on the Beviltron field, the cubic spline fit milkes ilVilililble in useful form -4-the informiltion contained in measurements with very little distortion. 
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